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Abstract: The growth of social media has caught attention in recent years with respect to the information that can 

be utilized for research purposes across various industries. The information inside social media can be used for 

various purposes from sentiment analysis, news updates, to users opinion mining, recommendation systems and 

organization gain more insights on their customers, products, promotion using social media data to take 

competitive advantages. Utilizing data mining technique is the best and the right way to extract information but 

the problem lies in choosing the right technique. Every technique is unique in nature and has its own limitation 

and advantages based on the goal of the researchers. It is noted that different techniques yields different results 

and the success of data analysis depends on the right choice of technique selection and the type data used.  

Twitter being the most widely used social media platform to update the current events to the others 

through short text messages called tweets. Using twitter large companies gain knowledge on their customers and 

products to use it on their promotional and marketing purposes and even companies have started to provide 

updates and services through twitter media. In this study a classification technique is employed on twitter data 

set that has tweets (short text messages) on Iphone7. Using Naïve Bayes algorithm classification of tweets into 

positive and negative classes is carried out and the results are compared to neural network algorithm.  

The main goal of such a text analysis is to discover how the audience (tweets)reacts to IPhone7. The 

Twitter data that is collected will be classified into two categories; positive or negative. An analysis  will  then  

be  executed  on  the  classified  data  to  analyze  what  percentage of  the audience (tweets) falls into each 

category.  

 

Index Terms -: Text analysis, neural network, Naïve Bayes classifier, twitter 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Information technology has enabled users to interact, share and stay connected. Social media is a platform 

that offers to view, create and share information on interests, ideas and opinions. Social media sites differ with 

respect to content, frequency and usability and it operates in such a way that a user can receive and send 

information to many others who are connected. The various social media sites that are available today are 

WhatsApp, Tumblr, Instagram, Twitter, BaiduTieba, Pinterest, LinkedIn, Google+, YouTube etc, each differs 

uniquely from other in terms of content, for example Face book uses pictures and text, whereas YouTube uses 

only videos. The growth of social media becomes popular with respect to development of mobile technology, 

enabling users to access via their phones.  

Twitter is a popular social media site where users post, search and share news, events, trends on different 

categories with respect to their interest. Twitter uses a text message as a primary content with a limitation of 140 

characters in length. These text contents are called as tweets. Upon posting a tweet, a follower can read the tweets 

and get informed. It is estimated that around 6,000 tweets are tweeted (posted) every second and the number 

amounts to 200 billion tweets per day. Twitter being a real-time information sharing platform, it is often used by 
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companies for campaigns and promotions. For the purpose of promotions and campaigns, a company must 

understand the type of mood or the trend that interest the twitter community.  

Presently, research on text classification within Twitter has indicated that people use Twitter for different 

reasons.               (Java A, Song X, Finin T, 2007) discovered four main user purposes on Twitter:  

 Daily chitchat: Most posts on Twitter talk about daily course or what people are presently executing and 

this is the largest and most common user of Twitter 

 Conversations: About one-eighth of all posts hold a conversation and this form of communication was 

used by almost 21 % of users 

 Sharing information: About 13 % of posts contained a URL (i.e., website address), directing readers to 

another information source; and  

 Reporting news—many Twitter users report latest news or comment about current events on Twitter. 

 

The process of reading data and generating newer information is called data mining. Data mining involves 

various methods such as classification, clustering, prediction, association rule mining etc. On the other hand 

text mining involves information retrieval, sentiment analysis, pattern recognition, categorization, clustering 

and summarization. With huge volume of data from twitter, organization started utilizing twitter data to get 

the latest trends, opinions, moods, topic, interest and comments to understand their customers on their product 

and services. Text mining is commonly used in the following areas, 

News filtering: Organizing news articles manually is difficult and text categorization can be used to filter 

news categorically.  

Document retrieval and organization: Digital libraries and search engines uses documents to retrieve 

and organize large volumes of documents, literatures, books, etc  

Opinion mining: Customer reviews can be mined to get their opinion and reviews mostly contain 

different forms of expression and classification is the best technique to separate different opinions 

Filtering: Classifying and filtering of documents, information with respect to textual occurrences, 

example includes, spam filtering, email filtering etc.  

 

1.1 METHODOLOGY DIAGRAM 
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             Fig 1.Process flow Diagram 
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2. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS 

R is a programming language and an environment for statistical computing and graphics. It is free 

software, released under the GNU General Public License (GPL) and runs on all common operating systems. It 

is the leading open-source system for statistical computing. R consists of a base distribution and add-on packages, 

contributed by members of its open-source community. The base distribution contains R's basic functionality, 

such as the plotting functions and statistical models. Add-on packages extend R with diverse functionalities, such 

as graph handling, machine learning algorithms, and advanced plotting capabilities. Both the base distribution 

and the add-on packages are distributed through the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN). Currently, 

there are more than 5000 packages on CRAN. 

 

2.1 Building the classifier 

The next step of the experiment involves building the classifier using Naïve Bayes and Neural network. 

There are several packages available for the classifiers. For Naïve bayes, we build the classifier using the 

packages, e1071, tm, KlaR, and RTextTools. For Neural Network, we use library neuralnet packages. Once the 

classifiers are built, the next step is to train the classifier. For the training and testing purpose we use two data 

sets separately with 50 numbers of tweets on each data set.  

The testing datasets is composed of both positive and negative tweets. The tweets in the data set are 

already labeled with the classes ‘Positive’ and ‘Negative’. The main aim of the experiment was to find out how 

accurately the classifiers classify the testing data sets. For references the algorithm developed for two classifiers 

are attached in the appendix section.  

 

2.2 Evaluation Metrics 

Classifiers are commonly evaluated using either a numeric metric, such as accuracy, or a graphical 

representation of performance, such as a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Metrics help us 

understand how a classifier performs; many are available, some with numerous tunable parameters. 

Classification metrics are calculated from true positives (TPs), false positives (FPs), false negatives (FNs) and 

true negatives (TNs), all of which are tabulated in the so-called confusion matrix (Fig. 1). The relevance of each 

of these four quantities will depend on the purpose of the classifier and motivate the choice of metric. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2.1  Confusion matrix 
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There are four different metrics: accuracy, sensitivity, precision and F1.  Accuracy is the fraction of 

predictions that are true. Although this metric is easy to interpret, high accuracy does not necessarily characterize 

a good classifier. For instance, it tells us nothing about whether FNs or FPs are more common.  A useful measure 

for understanding FNs is sensitivity (also called recall or the true positive rate), which is the proportion of known 

positives that are predicted correctly. However, neither TNs nor FPs affect this metric, and a classifier that simply 

predicts that all data points are positive has high sensitivity.  

Specificity, which measures the fraction of actual negatives that are correctly predicted, suffers from a 

similar weakness: not accounting for FNs or TPs. Both TPs and FPs are captured by precision (also called the 

positive predictive value), which is the proportion of predicted positives that are correct. However, precision 

captures neither TNs nor FNs. 

 

2.3. Naïve Bayes Classifier 

The process of creating the classifier involves creation of term document matrix and applying the naïve 

bayes algorithm. The amount of time took for the algorithm to build the model is 0.02 sec.  

 

 

 

NEG / POS NEG POS 

NEG 0 0 

POS 12 13 

 

Table 2.1 Confusion matrix 

 

 
 

Fig 2.2 Accuracy 

 

 

Table 2.2 Accuracy details  

 

Classifier Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity 

Naïve Bayes 0.52 0.00 1.00 
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2.4 Neural Net Classifier 

The neural net classifier was applied to our twitter data set and the classifier took 0.04 sec to build the 

model. The misclassification error was found to be 0. Meaning all the 50 instances is correctly classified. 

Although there were 0.017% of error rate reached with the hidden layer 3.  

 

 

 
Fig 2.3 Neural network with 3 hidden layers 

 

Table 2.3 Confusion matrix 

 

 NEG POS 

NEG 27 0 

POS 0 23 
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Fig 2.4. Error Rate reached 

 

 

Table 2.3 Accuracy for Neural Network  

 

Classifier Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity 

Neural Network 1.00 1.00 1.00 

 

3.DISCUSSION  

  According to the table 2.3, Neural network’s Accuracy was found to be 1, Senstivity was found to be 1 

and specificity is also 1. Whereas for Naïve Bayes, the Accuracy was found to be 0.52, Sensitivity is 0.00, and 

specificity is 1.00.  

Table 3.1  Comparitive Table of Classifier  

 

 

Classifier Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Time 

Neural Network 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.04 

Naïve Bayes  0.52 0.00 1.00 0.02 
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Fig 2.5 Performance Comparison  

 

From the table we conclude that neural network has higher accuracy rate than Naïve bayes, but 

comparative with time, the model building time was found to bit higher for Neural networks than Naïve bayes. 

The amount of time varies according to the hidden layers of the perceptrons.  

 

4. CONCLUSION 

To conclude, it has illustrated that an effective text classification analysis can be performed on a Iphone7 

product by collecting a sample users opinions from Twitter. Throughout the duration of this project many 

different data analysis tools were employed to collect, clean and mine sentiment from the dataset. Such an analysis 

could provide valuable feedback to providers and help them to spot a negative turn in user’s comments. 

Discovering negative trends early on can allow them to make decisions on how to target specific aspects of their 

products and features in order to increase its customer satisfaction. 

It is apparent from this study that the machine learning classifier used has a major effect on the overall 

accuracy of the analysis. Commonly used algorithms for text classification were examined such as Naïve Bayes, 

Neural Network. Through the evaluation of different algorithms it was found that out of the models examined the 

Neural Network algorithm had the highest performance on this iphone7 dataset.With machine learning algorithms 

constantly being developed and improved, massive amounts of computational power becoming readily available 

both locally and on the cloud, and large amounts of data being uploaded to social media sites every day, sentiment 

analysis will become standard practice for marketing and product feedback. 
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